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Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Cover Price: $3.99

This review is part of a series. If you haven’t already, check out my review of the previous issue here (/fight-club-2-1.html).

http://www.independentcomicbookreview.com/fight-club-2-1.html


Fight Club Two is a series of comics that continue the narrative of Tyler Durden/ The Narrator and Marla Singer from Chuck Palahniuk’s 1996
novel Fight Club. Set 10 years into the future, Marla and Sebastian (the narrator) are married with a child, and Tyler has been suppressed since
we last saw him via medication. Marla turns bitter and resentful that Sebastian is boring and not exciting like Tyler was, and starts to cut his
medication. Tyler lives once again.

The second issue is far better than the first, and while still not as awesome as the hype
makes the series out to be, I feel it’s moving in the right direction. The first clue that issue
number two was going to be better was the front matter. Inside the front cover is a recap
of the past issue that is designed like the Project Mayhem airline printouts. The, “In
preparation for an emergency landing” guide has a plane on fire with six bubbles to catch
the reader up on what they may have missed from the previous issue. The page also has
the other front matter things like artists, author, etc. This is one of many little Easter eggs
in the series that reference the original Fight Club. While I dig the use of this as a refresher
page, it might be the only Easter egg that I’ve been ok with so far. 

The series already has one problem that I don’t like. It’s trying to hard to  pop culture.
Does that make sense? It’s pretty ironic, actually. The original Fight Club totes the
messages that  but this series is asking readers to buy the
collectible action figures and limited edition variant covers. The original series is anti-big
business but this series is asking in the final pages that an army of “rize or die” supporters
to go out into the world and “guerrilla advertise” for them. The company is literally getting
people to do what Tyler stood to mock. It’s ironic, which makes me laugh, but it makes me
sad in returning to the questions I found myself asking at the end of issue one. The things I
loved about Fight Club when I first read the book and watched the movie aren't holding
true through the comic. I fear this will continue to be the case.
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In this issue, a bit of back-story comes out about Tyler/Sebastian’s parents and how they
died. Investigators are looking into how coincidental it is that they died in separate fires
and now Tyler/Sebastian’s house just happened to burn down in another fire, and take his
child with it. Or so it seems to be. At the end of issue one it looks like the kid is done for.
But issue two reveals the plot is going to revolve around finding out what actually
happened to the kid and seeing what Sebastian/Marla/Tyler are going to do about it.

I keep wanting to say “the narrator” and not Sebastian. I think I’m starting to understand
Marla’s resentment. Maybe all of the things like selling Fight Club dolls and asking readers
to do the advertising for them, maybe that’s all a part of a bigger plan to make readers
feel the resentment that Marla feels. Maybe Marla represents the fans and Tyler
represents whoever is pushing for FC2 to happen. Maybe one of Chuck’s brilliant plans is
actually an anti-plan. Maybe I’m grasping for straws hoping for the best. 

Issue two ends with a lot of blood and an image of the Paper Street home. I’m hoping this
leads to something good and that we see more of Marla as the series continues. This issue
left me far more interested in her for some reason that I can’t quite pin point. I think it's
because I connect with her attitude. To be continued with issue three…
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